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Coming Up 

Sunday  9th August @ 9am -
Umina open sparring $10  

Monday 21st September @ 7pm 
General shirt promotion from 
Grey to Red shirt 

See page 4 for fights coming up 
with Joe’s students participating 

 

The Kawasaki Theory 

I learnt about the Kawasaki theory from a marketing seminar which my billing compa-
ny regularly runs for people who run martial arts schools and it goes like this someone 
starts say boxing with the view of one day being world champ or maybe just getting fit 
and for the first few months they are keen and dedicated  because it’s all new and ex-
citing and it seems everyday they are improving but then they start to plateau and the 
gloss wears off funnily enough just when they start making real progress and one day 
they walk past a motorcycle shop and see a brand new Kawasaki in the window and 
immediately they just have to have  it the problem is there is not enough money  and 
they look around for money they can save and those dreams of being world champ 
just seem like a bridge too far and so the call goes in to quit but all too soon the Kawa-
saki gets a scratch and they are back to square one. There are two morals to this story 
one is to not set your expectations too high just getting your black shirt or even hav-
ing one amateur fight is a huge achievement  and for those few that  do achieve it 
something you carry for the rest of your days. The second is that although I start peo-
ple with skipping and use of speedball which after a month or so you gain quick and 
visible progress it is when that progress starts to slow down is the point that you are 
actually just starting the real training. I met Sakio Bika at low point in his career he 
had had some success at the Olympics and moved to Australia but he was struggling 
couldn’t get fights was poor and you could see the struggle to train on his face. But 
then one day he got a chance on the American contender he was an underdog but won 
and went on to win the WBC super middleweight champion. When people think of 
boxing which of course a metaphor for life they think the hardship is the push-ups or 
running up stairs like Rocky  but really it is the mental toughness and single minded-
ness to keep going when you have no idea whether you will succeed and even worse if 
you are the underdog and realistically you and everyone else thinks you will fail. So 
when tempted think twice about why you want the Kawasaki and if it is worth failing 
for. I would love to replay what some students tell me upon inquiring or joining and 
they probably wonder why I don’t get as enthusiastic as they do when they start. They 
talk about joining on the top membership and they want private lessons they are going 
to train everyday they are gonna show me how dedicated they are. Months sometimes 
only weeks later it’s first “I’m on holiday for a few weeks can I put my membership 
on hold ?” The answer is no you are either part of me or not you can quit and re-join if 
I choose to let you but I am not a supermarket . The second is the myriad of can’t 
afford it , too busy etc. etc. and of course the one I love most not ‘I’ll be back which 
is true in about 1 in a 100. If you are going to quit for any reason then just pay the 30 
days notice no reasons are asked or need to be given. There are exceptions but for 
most it’s a one time shot this is why my black shirt program has a timeframe of two 
years to complete for the average person which is enough time to gain some real skills 
and tick off a significant bucket list item but not too long that life is going to be put on 
hold to achieve. If you have trouble in your life and can’t train for a bit don’t quit  
ride out the lows and the highs will seem even better because of the struggle. 

Saturday Standby Private 
lessons $40 for members  

Don’t forget to send me an 
email or text if you want to 
be on the priority standby 
list . A couple of people have 
told me and I promptly for-
got who so shoot me a text or 
email and I will put you on 
the list and rotate through 
when I get space which might 
be last minute so be ready . 

Black Shirt Fight Night  

Our annual fight night and 
black shirt graduation test 
will be held Saturday 14th 
November this year which 
will mean you have to get 
your red shirt in September 
to be eligible so for those 
who are grey shirts now it 
will be possible to make it 
and if you are a blue shirt 
now you have two chances 
to make it otherwise it will 
be another year before you 
can do it. For those who 
don’t know what a black 
shirt is you definitely won’t 
be ready so come and watch 
November 14th and enjoy 
the spectacle and then prime 
yourself for next year. 
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Starts 4th August 2015 
Justann Crawford 

‘Ready to Fight Certification course’ 
A structured course for both technique and tactics to ready a student to enter amateur competition  

The course will run over six weeks and be one to one and a half hours per session covering the following  

 Week one—Course outline introduction and basic technique 

 Week two - partner glove work catch and throw simultaneously use of foot work – catch and parry  

 Week three—Use of hook and uppercuts—Parallel and diagonals -Use of angles  

 Week Four—Winning combinations to use in competition  

 Week Five—Putting it all together in the ring—Ring rules to know as an amateur boxer 

 Week six—practical test—visualization—how to register Boxing Australia & Combat sports 

Cost $120 from 8pm Tuesday nights start date 4th August —register your interest now 

 

Justann has been a great friend to us over the years, we originally met when he became my karate student 
after retiring from boxing and then we met up again a few years later and he helped us in 2009 make our 
first break into amateur competition and sat in the corner many times with our students. Our highlight so 
far was when Nadine Apetz won open state titles for us in 2011. She has gone on to win the German na-
tionals 5 times and is currently trying to get to Rio. Justann himself went to two Olympics and was at one 
stage ranked no 2 in the world. All this is nice background but what is important for you is that you will 
be drilled on very basic things that I guarantee if you follow will bring you up to competition standard 
quickly and give you every chance of winning as well. Register your interest now places are limited ! 



Mark Anglin is fighting on this card and I will be supporting from Joe’s Boxing with a donation from Joe’s Boxing and hopefully I will be 
cornering Mark as well. If anyone else wants to support Mark the link is below and you can support a fighter individually.  Joe’s Boxing has a 
proud and now long association with NSW Police having prepared several members successfully to pass the fitness tests required to enter the 
police force as well as many serving members and also our own fundraising efforts a couple of years ago for Steph when we hosted “The Beat 
vs The Street” in aid of Maxie's therapy for Autism. The other way we have a special relationship is through the PCYC where we are treated 
in some ways as one of their own and invited to events and courses most other gyms aren’t so this is yet another reason to support this event. 

The main event is Danny Green Vs Mark Bouris and although it is hard to see how this could be termed competitive having seen Mark Bouris 
at Paddo RSL fights he certainly is in great shape. 

Details and links below 

$50 General Admission tickets to the 2015 NSW Police Boxing Competition at 'Norths' Leagues on 27 August 2015 are strictly limited and 
selling fast. Visit https://policeboxing2015.gofundraise.com.au to purchase yours today. Come and see 4 time World Champion Danny 

Umina PCYC 8th August  from 5pm 

We have three of our students scheduled to fight 
on this show Ben and Chris and Trent who will 
turn 14 just four days before the show will make 
his boxing debut. Although a little bit of a hike it is 
half price to what normal shows are and the quali-
ty of boxing is likely to be twice as good . Joel 
Keegan who runs the Umina PCYC is the most 
successful coach around with currently six national 
champions in his stable and having coached one of 
only two boxers from Australia who have won a 
gold medal at the junior world champs. The open 
sparring days that Joel has initiated have been in-
valuable for our progress  so I am very keen to 
support his shows with our students.  

Dee Why RSL Friday 14th August from 7pm 

If you can’t make Umina you can make a shorter 
trip to Dee Why to support our favourite Ranga 
Clay Puckeridge who will make his boxing debut 
on this card. This show is promoted by Alf Davies 
the chief referee and administrator in NSW and 
now international referee and has been another 
real friend of our school and his matches are even 
and full of integrity. For those who enjoy Clay’s 
class here’s an opportunity to pay back a little. 

https://policeboxing2015.gofundraise.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/DannyGreenBoxer


Hayley O’Keefe seminar Saturday 4th July from 10am 

Nine of our girls and Benjamina came and did an awesome session with Hayley who had a repertoire of great train-
ing techniques that had the girls both smiling and huffing and then finished off sparring everyone including some old 
guy who luckily she took it easy on. So enjoyed having this lovely talented lady come to our place and teach our girls 
some tricks. Her coach Mark Pitt will also be coming sometime later closer to our fight night . He has coached 
many students amateur and professional taking one to two world title fights including one with legend Manny 
Pacquiao where his fighter knocked Manny down but Manny was given a 17 second count by the local referee. 

Girls on Top 

One of the most significant changes in my lifetime is the rise in women's physicality. I both love it and am proud to 
have been one of the first to coach women to box competitively. i have two now grown daughters who did karate 
with me as they grew up and Chloe my eldest is my rock-climbing buddy who more often conquers where I fail. I 
love watching women's sport and can't wait for a 'Ronda Rousey ' to emerge for boxing as large in personality as 
she will be in skill. We have already had  five girls from here entering amateur competition with Nadine Apetz 

winning state titles and returning to Germany to win German nationals and compete in European championships. 
Although no longer with us Astryd Ugarte who did her first fights with us recently won nationals in her weight . 

Changing Monday nights 8pm class to being a self training class has also allowed me to stage Shirt promotions at this time as well so that 
7pm classes are not interrupted and in the next couple of months it will become the fitness preparation class leading up to our fight night on 
November 14th. I often get asked by new members if they can use the gym to do their own training and this time is an opportunity to do so 
but the rule is the student must be eligible to attend advanced classes and be on a fortnightly paid membership via dd or cc. I have decided to 
add for those on competitors or contenders memberships who pay $40 p/w or more the opportunity to book via appointment at non class 
times the studio to train privately or with a buddy perhaps on a weekday, Friday night or maybe a Sunday depending on availability . 


